
Varun Sethi 
Seeking a Cleaner position in a reputable organization that utilizes my
strong Android development skills and attention to detail. I'm committed
to providing an ethical and user-friendly experience for clients and the
company. I am a highly motivated individual with a strong work ethic and
a commitment to exceeding expectations, while promoting a positive and
professional work environment. 

mrsethi48@gmail.com 

7009959013 

Pathankot, India 

linkedin.com/in/varun-sethi-00a0141bb 

github.com/Varun-Sethi-Dev 

EDUCATION 

B.E. in Computer Science 
Panjab University 
11/2022 - Present,  CGPA- 8.82/10.00 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 

Pokedex App 
In this project I have used Compose with MVVM along with libraries
like retrofit (for network calls), palette (for detecting dominant
colour), Dagger- Hilt (for dependency injection), Coil (for Image
Loading), along with all these I have used my custom paging logic. 

Using all these along with the PokeApi I am fetching the data from
this server and displaying in on my app in a beautiful dynamic UI. 

https://github.com/Varun-Sethi-Dev/PokedexApp.   

Inventory App 
In this Project I have used the local Room Database for storing the
data of the items inside a warehouse which the user can edit later on.
Using Kotlin Coroutines for execution of Database Queries. 

All the above features have been added maintaining the app
architecture. 

https://github.com/Varun-Sethi-Dev/InventoryApp.git.   

Multiplatform Calculator App 
In this Project I have worked with Compose Multi-platform which in a
framework for multi-platform applications to run natively on
Windows, IOS, MACOS, Android with writing code only at one place
for the UI and Business Logic. 

https://github.com/Varun-Sethi-
Dev/Calculator_with_Compose_MultPlatform.   

SKILLS 

Android App Development Kotlin Java XML 

Jetpack Compose API MVVM Architecture 

Data Structues J-Unit Testing Firebase Git 

GitHub 

CERTIFICATES 

IIT Kharagpur DSA in JAVA (07/2023 - 10/2023) 
Link for digital certificate by Nptel:-
https://nptel.ac.in/noc/E_Certificate/NPTEL23CS85S8379004332026270
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INTERESTS 

Android OS Server Side -Networking ML 

AI - Tools AR - VR Backend Badminton 

Dancing Business 
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